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Abstract: Recently, branching and click chemistry strategies have been combined to design a series
of optically active chromophores built from triazole moieties. These triazole-based multipolar
chromophores have been shown to be promising candidates for two-photon absorption (TPA)
transparency optimization in perspective of optical limiting in the visible region. In this work, the
nature of one- and two-photon absorption properties in a family of triazole-based chromophores
has been investigated using hybrid time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT). We use
recent extensions of TD-DFT to determine nonlinear optical responses and natural transition orbitals
to analyze the underlying electronic processes. Our results are also interpreted in the framework of
the Frenkel exciton model. In agreement with experimental data, we found that introducing a triazole
moiety into multibranched chromophores substantially modifies their optical behavior due to changes
in electronic delocalization and charge-transfer properties between donating end groups and the
branching center that can be controlled by the triazole ring. Structural conformations via modulation
of the torsion between phenyl and triazole rings significantly alter the excited state electronic structure.
Moreover, isomer positioning also greatly influences both linear and nonlinear optical responses
such as TPA. Our theoretical findings allow elucidation of these differences and contribute to the
general understanding of structure-property relations. Consequently, the interplay of donor/acceptor
strength, triazole regioisomerism, and branching are shown to provide flexible means allowing for
precise tuning of both linear and nonlinear optical responses, thus opening new perspectives toward
synergic TPA architectures.

I. Introduction

1,2,3-Triazole chemistry has recently gained renewed interest
thanks to the click methodology offering far more ease of
synthesis.1,2 This has prompted synthetic effort to design
novel molecular architectures in which the triazole moiety
is assumed to play quite different roles, such as electron

donor,3 electron acceptor,2,4,5 active π-linker,6,7 metal ligating
entity,8,9 or site-isolation group.10-12 In particular, 1,2,3-
triazole click chemistry has been explored in the field of
small push-pull3,6,9,13 and larger multipolar4,13 chro-
mophores up to dendrimers10 and polymers with linear5 or
hyperbranched7,11,12 polytriazole structures. In addition,
1,2,3-triazole has four points of attachment that allow for
the design of various regiosiomers which may show quite
different behaviors.

This recent synthetic effort was partly driven by interest
in their photophysical properties, which have long been
overlooked and are still underdeveloped.6 Recently, on the
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basis of the assumption of electron-donating properties of
triazole, ligation of this ring has been shown to effectively
modulate the emission properties of coumarin, leading to
increased fluorescence quantum yield by more than an order
of magnitude.3 Investigation of the photophysical properties
of isomeric donor-acceptor-substituted 1,2,3-triazoles has
also been reported.6 It has been demonstrated both experi-
mentally and theoretically that positioning of the donor and
acceptor on the triazole ring results in important modulations
of both transition energies and absorption intensities.6 In the
case of 1,4- and 1,5-linked hyperbranched polytriazoles, the
different emission colors of the regiostructures were related
to the differences in aggregation in the solid state.7 On the
basis of the site-isolation concept,14 different hyperbranched
polytriazoles have shown enhancement of their second-order
nonlinear optical (NLO) responses overcoming the asymp-
totic dependence of electro-optic activity on chromophore
density.10-12,15 Finally, triazole-based multipolar4 and func-
tional poly(aroyltriazole)s5 have also been promising for their
nonlinear optical properties, in particular, two photon absorp-
tion (TPA) capacity.

Indeed, among the numerous NLO processes, simultaneous
absorption of two photons has gained increased attention over
recent years16-21 as it opens the way for improved and novel
technological capabilities. This, in turn, led to the search for
adequate functional materials with enhanced TPA responses.
Thanks to their inherent modularity and potentially high TPA
responses, conjugated organic molecular systems are of
particular interest. From that perspective, the branching
strategy has received much attention over recent years.16-18

It relies on multibranch systems obtained by gathering several
molecular units which are either of the dipolar21-31 (also
known as push-pull chromophores) or quadrupolar32-38

type. In such nanoarchitectures, the interbranch coupling
plays a central role. Depending on the nature and the strength
of the interaction between the molecular units, optical
properties such as TPA can show cooperative enhancement,
additive behavior, or weakening. The interchromophore
interactions are related to quite a few structural parameters:
nature and length of the monomeric building blocks, number
of chromophoric units, as well as nature of the branching
center. All of these parameters will directly influence
intermonomer distances and orientation and control the
overall molecular symmetry.27 Symmetry will, in turn, result
in optically allowed and forbidden electronic transitions and
drive oscillator strength redistribution among excited states
(ESs) when going from the monomeric unit to the multi-
chromophoric architecture. Besides the nature of the excita-
tion, these parameters also influence the subsequent excitation
energy transfer dynamics.39

Recently, branching and click chemistry strategies have
been combined to design a series of TPA-active chro-
mophores built from triazole moieties.4,13,40,41 These triazole-
based multipolar chromophores have been shown to be
promising candidates for TPA transparency optimization
from the perspective of optical limiting in the visible region.
Obtained quadrupolar and three-branched chromophores have
been shown to combine efficient synthesis, high solubility,
intense absorption in the near UV region, full transparency,

high excited state lifetimes, and good TPA optical responses.4,13

Moreover, emission wavelengths can be tuned, and excited
state lifetimes can be significantly increased by increasing
the polarity of the solvent. Related derivatives such as four-
branched systems or position isomers have also been
designed and experimentally investigated.40,41 Experimental
data reveal quite different behaviors as compared to the
related quadrupolar, octupolar, or other multibranched com-
pounds for both linear and NLO responses. As an example,
when compared to similar three-branched systems also built
by gathering branches through a triphenylamine central core,
the triazole derivative deviates significantly. Indeed, no
marked solvatochromic behavior of emission has been
observed, while it is very effective for the quadrupolar
analog13,40 for which symmetry breaking in the relaxed
excited state is thus clearly evidenced.42 In addition, TPA
cross sections of the three-branched chromophore still
increase at 577 nm.4 Thus, no maximum is observed near
twice the one-photon absorption (OPA) wavelength (694
nm), as is usually the case.

To get a better understanding of triazole-based chro-
mophores and to provide a deep physical insight into ongoing
phenomena, theoretical calculations can be quite useful.
Among the many different approaches ranging from simple
few-state models up to high-level quantum methods (QM),
the Frenkel exciton model has been shown to provide a
valuable qualitative tool25,26,38,43-47 with a few exceptions.
Indeed, to be applicable, not only should the strength of the
coupling (solely due to Coulomb interactions) between
monomeric units be weak but the inherent nature (e.g.,
symmetry) of the building blocks should not be affected by
the branching center.37 Among the different QM methods
available nowadays, adiabatic time-dependent density func-
tional theory (TD-DFT) is currently the method of choice
for calculating the ES of sizable molecular systems.48-55

Arbitrary frequency-dependent NLO polarizabilities can be
subsequently derived on the basis of the quasi-particle
formalism of the TD-Kohn-Sham equations.56 This method
has been applied to calculate OPA and TPA responses of
various substituted chromophores.17,25,26,31,35,37,57-63 These
studies have shown the good performances of the TD-DFT-
based hybrid functionals for molecular NLO properties.

In this paper, we present a theoretical investigation, mainly
based on the above mentioned density matrix formalism of
TD-DFT for NLO responses,17 of two 1,2,3-triazole-based
series compiling a total of 19 compounds (Figure 1). The
case of dai, dfi, 2dai, and 3dfi has already been analyzed in
detail elsewhere,31 and we recall here the main findings as
well as further interpretation for the sake of comparison to
other nd and ndi chromophores. Our purpose is to address
two main points: (i) the branching effect, which appears to
show a quite different behavior than that reported for
analogous multibranched chromophores, and (ii) the influence
of position isomerism on both OPA and TPA responses. To
our knowledge, it is the first time that TPA properties have
been investigated on four-member branched chromophores64,65

as well as in relation to regioisomerism. Our findings will
also be analyzed in the framework of the Frenkel exciton
model. After a brief description of computational details,
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already well documented, we will first validate our compu-
tational approach for both series of chromophores. This is
thought to allow inference with what extent a comparison
to experiments is reasonable, i.e., underline all sources of
possible discrepancies. After analysis of the main geometrical
features, we will sequentially investigate OPA and TPA
responses. For both properties, we first analyze trends within
each of the two series and subsequently discuss effects of
position isomerism. Where appropriate, a comparison to
related branched structures will be made. The main findings
will be summarized in the concluding section. We believe
that this detailed theoretical study performed on a large set
of compounds contributes to the overall understanding of
structure-properties relationships of NLO chromophores and
opens new perspectives for further improvements within the
branching strategy.

II. Computational Methodology

A set of 19 chromophores, sketched in Figure 1, have been
theoretically investigated. They are classified in two different
series, series nd and corresponding 1,2,3-triazole position
isomers ndi. For the sake of simplicity and reduction of the
numerical cost, the hexyl solubilizing chains of original
chromophores4,13,40,41 have been replaced by methyl groups.
These two series contain nine dipoles, three quadrupoles,
five three-branched chromophores, and two four-branched
compounds. All QM calculations have been performed using
either Gaussian 9866 or Gaussian 03 packages67 in vacuum.
For ground state geometries (Figures 2 and S1 and S2,
Supporting Information), it was previously found that the
Hartree-Fock (HF) method is superior to the DFT-based
approaches by reproducing bond length alternation in similar
conjugated molecules.57 It was also shown to be a good
compromise for subsequent calculation of optical spec-
tra.17,25,26,37,57-60,63 Thus, all ground state geometries have

been optimized at the HF/6-31G level of theory, starting from
a few different conformations, but no exhaustive sampling
has been conducted.

Linear and nonlinear optical responses have been calcu-
lated using the density matrix formalism, as described in ref
56. Subsequent computation of TPA cross-sections is detailed
in ref 17. We retained the TD-B3LYP/6-31G//HF/6-31G
level of theory, in conventional quantum chemical notation
“single point//optimization level”, for the calculation of
optical spectra, as it was shown to be a good compromise
between numerical resources and accuracy and led to quite
good agreement with experimental results for a large set of
related chromophores. The forthcoming section will be
devoted to discussing the validity of such an approach for
the present triazole-based chromophores and include a
comparison to results obtained with a larger amount of orbital
exchange, namely, the hybrid BHandH functional instead of
B3LYP. The calculated ES structures include 20, 30, 40, and
60 ESs respectively for dipolar, quadrupolar, three-branched,
and four-branched compounds. The number of ESs was
checked for at least one dipole, quadrupole, and octupole. It
was found to be sufficient as asymptotic values are reached
for the absorption spectra, and only small effects (the largest
deviation observed is 12% for the first band of 3dbi when
using 24 instead of 40 ESs) are discerned for the amplitude
of the TPA spectra.

Besides the number of ESs, a few other parameters
influence the calculated response amplitudes. First, the
damping factor introduced to simulate finite line width in
the resonant spectra has been fixed to 0.20 eV for all
chromophores, on the basis of typical broadening seen in
available experimental absorption spectra (Table S1, Sup-
porting Information). Next, no solvation effects have been
accounted for in the present work. In fact, due to different
solute and solvent polarizabilities, the commonly used

Figure 1. Molecular structures of 1,2,3-triazole-based nd chromophores (left) and corresponding ndi position isomers (right).
Hexyl solubilizing chains have been replaced by methyl groups.
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Lorentz local field factor correction is clearly inappropriate.
In addition, relevant treatment of solvent effects is more time-
consuming and may lead to further charge transfer overes-
timation.17 Last, no vibrational contributions have been
considered. All of these effects will influence computed OPA
and TPA spectra, and these approximations should always
been kept in mind when comparison to experimental findings
is sought.

Natural transition orbital (NTO) analysis of the ES68 has
been used to analyze the nature of the ES involved in the
photophysical processes of interest. They offer a compact
representation of transition densities in terms of their
expansion into single-particle transitions. Figures showing
molecular geometries and NTOs were obtained with Xcry-
SDen.69 Use of the Frenkel exciton model within the
multibranch strategy is already well documented, and the
reader may refer to ref 17 for quadrupoles and three-branched
chromophores and to ref 43 for three- and four-branched
compounds.

III. Results and Discussion

Validation of TD-DFT Approach. First, let us validate
the TD-DFT methodology used to determine the optical
responses of the chromophores investigated in this work. A

comparison of TD-B3LYP/6-31G//HF/6-31G results with
available experimental photophysical data in toluene4,13

showed that the employed level of theory fits nicely for
members of ndi series.31 Further comparison to experimental
data40 for dai, 3dbi, and 4dei leads to a comparable
agreement with a calculated first absorption band slightly
blue-shifted with respect to the experimental band position
(Table 1). Such a good agreement is not observed for
members of nd series for which the calculated transition
energies of the first absorption band are red-shifted by more
than 0.3 eV with respect to experimental ones (Table 1). In
addition, experimental absorption spectra of 2da and 3db
show two bands in the 285-400 nm spectral region.40 For
both compounds, the first one shows up near 3.5 eV and
has a molar extinction coefficient 2 to 3 times smaller than
the strongest absorption band visible near 4.2 eV.40 Within
TD-B3LYP/6-31G//HF/6-31G, both the ratio between oscil-
lator strengths and the band splitting are significantly
overestimated (Table 1, Figures 3 and S7 and S8, Supporting
Information). Similar deviations have already been reported
for a series of related 1,2,3-triazole-based CT regioisomers6

at TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d), for which the
agreement of experimental and calculated band positions and
amplitude much depends on the attachment points of

Figure 2. Optimized ground state molecular geometries at the HF/6-31G level of theory for selected nd (left) and ndi (right)
chromophores.

Table 1. Calculated One-Photon Vertical Absorption Maxima at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G//HF/6-31G Level in Vacuum and
Experimental One-Photon Absorption Maxima in Toluene4,13,40 a

2da 3db dai dbi 2dai 3dbi 3dfi 4dei

λcalcdnm 388 280 381 274 286 299b 313b 303 348b 292
(eV) (3.19) (4.42) (3.25) (4.52) (4.34) (4.15) (3.96) (4.09) (3.56) (4.25)
λexptlnm 350c 296c 347c 293c 303c 310d 325d,e 317c 347e 311c

(eV) (3.54) (4.19) (3.57) (4.23) (4.09) (4.00) (3.82) (3.91) (3.57) (3.99)

a In parentheses, corresponding transition energies in eV. b From ref 31. c From ref 40. d From ref 13. e From ref 4.
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substituents. Here, we may encounter the well-known TD-
DFT problem related to an improper description of the
excited state with pronounced charge transfer (CT) character.
Even hybrid functionals with a moderate amount of orbital
exchange such as the B3LYP model are affected by this
problem by placing the CT states energetically too low and
by miscalculating their optical transition dipoles compared
to experimental results.54 Functionals that contain a larger
fraction of Fock-like orbital exchange have been shown to
overcome this problem, but at the expense of accuracy for
the absolute band positions.54 Indeed, using the early hybrid
BHandH functional (50% of orbital exchange; TD-BHandH/
6-31G//HF/6-31G results are available as Supporting Infor-

mation) leads to an overall blue shift of the first absorption
band and to a large deviation from the experimental band
position (Figures S3, S7, and S8, Supporting Information).
At the same time, the splitting between the first two
absorption bands becomes comparable to experimental
findings, while the ratio of corresponding oscillator strengths
becomes close to unity and thus becomes too small (Figure
S3, Supporting Information). As a consequence, the correct
empirical amount of orbital exchange for given compounds
lies somewhere in between B3LYP and BHandH hybrid
functionals. In addition, NTOs obtained within these two
hybrid schemes, for a larger set of nd compounds (Figures
S7-S10, Supporting Information), show an overall good

Figure 3. Calculated one-photon absorption (OPA) spectra, normalized for the number of branches: nd series (left panels), ndi
series (right panels).
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correspondence, between B3LYP and BHandH results, for
the ESs relevant for the main OPA and TPA bands, with a
few exceptions. As expected, one observes a somewhat larger
delocalization within BHandH, particularly visible on cor-
responding holes. However, the few exceptions confirm that
the optimal fraction of exchange is a system-dependent
parameter.54 Even so, B3LYP results suffer from a certain
amount of inaccuracy; we believe that the main trends to be
discussed in the present work are trustworthy. For the sake
of consistency, we will stick to B3LYP throughout the
manuscript, while BHandH results will be given as Support-
ing Information. We emphasize that a comparison between
nd and ndi series should not concern absolute amplitudes,
and all other approximations, namely fixed line width, limited
number of ESs, and absence of solvent and vibrational
contributions, should always be kept in mind, especially for
comparison to experimental data.

Molecular Geometry. When experiments are performed
in solution at room temperature, various molecular confor-
mations coexist, leading to inhomogeneous broadening of
optical spectra. Even if the expected symmetry is not strictly
retained, reminiscence of symmetry elements, such as
centrosymmetry for quadrupoles70 or C3

47 or T43 symmetry
for three- or four-branched chromophores, is still observed
in experimental findings and is often very useful in support-
ing an interpretation. In addition, the amount of possible
conformations increases with the number of monomeric units
building up the multibranched molecule of interest. For these
reasons, we did not perform an exhaustive review of
attainable molecular arrangements. For the chromophores
studied in the present work, the main conformational degree
of freedom concerns torsional angles and the sequence of
corresponding signs. Explored geometries showed small
energy differences compared to kT at room temperature. End
groups may be either approximately coplanar or perpendicu-
lar to the molecular mean plane (Figures 2 and S1 and S2,
Supporting Information). This may modify the state dipole
moment, both in amplitude and vector components. But, it
remains small enough to keep all chromophores in the so-
called neutral class of chromophores experiencing no or little
solvatochromic behavior of their absorption spectra.42,71-73

For 2d compounds, we retained the conformation closest to
inversion symmetry (Figure 2). For 3d compounds, the
central triphenylamine (TPAmine) or triphenylbenzene (TPB)
cores allow for either left- or right-handed skewness of the
propeller core. Successive twist angles have been selected
to ensure C3 symmetry and approximate planar geometries
(Figure 2). The case of 4de and nde chromophores is
somewhat more involved. First, chiral tetrahedral symmetry
cannot be satisfied due to the geometry of the molecular
branches. Among the carbon-cored tetraphenyl analogs
reported in the Cambridge Structural Data Base,74 some have
almost D2 symmetry with phenyls related two-by-two like
two butterflies;75 other have two-by-two almost perpendicular

branches.76 For the present study, we retained the latter type
of conformation (Figure 2), which also approximates tetra-
hedral symmetry well enough to lead to quasi-degeneracy
of the three first ESs.43

The ground state optimized geometries of the branched
structures show geometrical parameters for each branch
quasi-identical to those of their dipolar counterparts. Twist
angles around BP, TPAmine, or TPB cores are all of about
45°, in line with those reported for related dipolar,25,26,29

quadrupolar,37 and three-branched25,26,29 chromophores.
Despite a reduction of conjugation, as a result of the large
twist angles, it has been demonstrated that significant electron
communications can still be in action and can lead to
enhanced NLO responses.17 The triazole moiety introduces
additional twist angles along the molecular backbone which
are significantly larger within ndi series than for members
of nd series, with a larger torsion for the phenyl ring
connected to the nitrogen atom of the triazole ring (Table
2). The latter is about 42° for members of ndi series, while
it is about 30° for compounds of nd series. The latter is
located in the middle of nd’s molecular branches and thus
favors electronic decoupling of both molecular ends. This
may accentuate the CT problem discussed in the previous
section. The twist with the phenyl ring connected to the
carbon atom is much smaller, ranging between 1 and 12°
(Table 2). These findings are consistent with the structural
parameters of related triazole-based structures reported in
the Cambridge Structural Data Base.74

One-Photon Absorption (OPA). nd Series. Given the 0.3
eV red shift observed between available experimental data
and calculated transition energies (Table 1), all members of
nd series are predicted to show good transparency in the
visible region (Figure 3). The first transition has strong CT
character, somewhat overestimated within B3LYP; thus the
overlap between electron and hole wave functions is small
and results in a small oscillator strength (Figure 3). As visible
from the respective NTOs (Figures 4-6 and S7-S12,
Supporting Information), the nature of the partial CT is
preserved all along the series and corresponds to CT from
the triazole-phenyl-NMe2 end group to the opposite end
(core in multibranched systems). As the chemical composi-
tion of the latter changes along the series, the transition
energy of the first band changes as well. This is not the case
for the main contribution to absorption, which is dominated
by a (few for multibranched systems) higher lying ES near
4.6 eV for all members of the nd series. NTOs illustrate the
nice correspondence observed all along the series and the
large wave function overlap facilitating the large oscillator
strength (Figures 6 and S11, Supporting Information). It
should be noticed that for multibranched compounds, the
oscillator strength is shared between several ESs, which are
not all reported in Figure 4 (4de) for the sake of conciseness
(Figures S11 and S12, Supporting Information). As both hole

Table 2. Average Torsional Angles in Degrees between Phenyl and Triazole Rings

attachment point da db de df 2da 3db 3df 4de dai dbi dfi 2dai 3dbi 3dfi 4dei

N 31 31 30 34 30 30 33 28 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
C 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 1 0 2 3 5 9 7
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and electron are located on the peripheral triazole-
phenyl-NMe2 moiety, it is little influenced by chemical
substitution on the other end, by the nature of the core or by
interbranch interactions in multimers, and stays around 270
nm over all nd series. Thus, transition energies are hardly
affected by the other molecular extreme or branching center.

It should be noticed that, in the case of quadrupolar series,
a conclusion is less straightforward regarding the nature of
the relevant ES bearing the main OPA oscillator strength.
Within B3LYP, ES |9〉 bears the largest oscillator strength
but has both the hole and electron located at the molecular
center (Figure S7, Supporting Information), while BHandH

Figure 4. Natural transition orbitals68 of 4de (left panels) and 4dei (right panels). Text quote in sequence excited state number,
associated eigenvalues, transition energies, transition wavelengths, and oscillator strengths.
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leads to bright state |5〉 with major weight on the molecular
ends (Figure S7, similar to ESs |10〉 and |11〉 of 3db shown
Figure S8, Supporting Information), consistent with the
above-mentioned picture. Within B3LYP, ES |12〉 shows up
at 4.68 eV with comparable shape but is a dark state for
symmetry reasons, while ES |13〉 is a mixture with only a

small amount of oscillator strength (Figure S7, Supporting
Information).

In addition, comparison of related dipolar chromophores (da
with db (Figure 3) and dc up to de (Figure S4, Supporting
Information)) shows a slight but systematic red shift and
amplitude increase with increasing molecular size. This shows

Figure 5. Natural transition orbitals68 of 3df (left panels) and 3dfi (right panels). Text quote in sequence excited state number,
associated eigenvalues, transition energies, transition wavelengths, and oscillator strengths.
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that the choice for the dipolar unit used to investigate efficiency
of the branching strategy may be important. Normalized
absorption spectra show an overall additive behavior upon
branching with no major enhancement or weakening (Figures
3 and S3, Supporting Information).

ndi Series. For all members of this series, the main
contribution to the first absorption band arises from the first
(first few for multibranched chromophores) ES, which bears
significant oscillator strength (Figure 3). Despite the expected
red shift upon branching, all chromophores maintain excellent
transparency in the visible region. Comparison to the related
chromophores31 shows a systematic blue shift of the first ES
but only a slight reduction of the corresponding oscillator
strength. This decrease has to be related to the large twist angle
introduced by the triazole moiety (Table 2). Close-lying higher
ESs bearing significant oscillator strength lead to broad absorp-
tion spectra. NTOs illustrate the nature of corresponding electron
redistribution upon excitation. Interestingly, while the holes and
electrons associated with the first ES of dai, dbi,31 2dai,31 3dbi,
and 4dei are very similar (Figures 4 and 7 and S13, Supporting
Information), with a periphery to core electronic redistribu-
tion, those of dfi31 (Figure S9, Supporting Information) and
3dfi31 (Figure 5) are much different, as they both involve
the TPAmine core up to the triazole moiety. The latter are
quite similar to those reported for a three-branched structure
built by gathering three quadrupolar chromophores connected
via common nitrogen.37 In both cases, there is a competition
between the donating TPAmine core and donating NMe2 end
groups, resulting in a larger donating character for the former.
Normalized absorption spectra shown Figure 3 illustrate the
different behavior upon branching. Again, to discuss OPA
amplitude enhancement, the choice of monomeric analog is
crucial, as can be seen from the comparison of dai and dbi
spectra (Figure 3). Using dbi as a reference, both 2dai and
3dbi show significant enhancement of the first absorption
band (Figure 3), due to significant delocalization across the
branching cores (Figures 7 and S13, Supporting Information),
while that of 4dei is almost additive. On the contrary, the
normalized amplitude of 3dfi decreases (Figure 3) as a result

of slightly reduced delocalization of both the hole and the
electron of its first ES31 (Figure 5 and S9, Supporting
Information).

Position Isomerism. A comparison between members of
nd and ndi series shows quite a few dramatic changes
directly related to position isomerism of the 1,2,3-triazole
ring. Due to the inverted position of the triazole ring,
compounds of nd series have a large twist angle in the middle
of the molecular backbone which potentially may disrupt
their electronic communication between both molecular ends
(Figures 2 and S1 and S2, Supporting Information; Table
2). As a consequence, NTOs associated with the first excited
state are less delocalized over the molecular backbone and
corresponding oscillator strength are smaller than what is
observed within ndi series (Figures 4 and 5). While for all
ndi members the first ES contributes predominantly to the
main absorption band, nd compounds have a first absorption
band with reduced amplitude followed by a stronger band
showing up at approximately the same position for all
members of the series (Figure 3).

Further comparison requires splitting both series into two
subassemblies. Let us first concentrate on chromophores that
do not contain the TPAmine moiety. For all of them, the
terminal NMe2 group acts as the donating unit while the op-
posite core or end group, which may extend up to the triazole
moiety, has electron-withdrawing character. For these com-
pounds, one observes a systematic red shift for nd members as
compared to the ndi analogs, but all maintain transparency in
the visible region (Figure 3). The situation is quite different for
the TPAmine-based chromophores as the donating characters
of the different amino groups compete. First, despite the two
donating end groups, neither df nor dfi can be assimilated to a
quadrupole (Figure S9, Supporting Information). In fact, the
branches deviate significantly from quadrupoles, as both the
chemical difference between TPamine and NMe2 and the
dissymmetry of the 1,2,3-triazole moiety significantly break
molecular symmetry. A comparison of NTOs of df and 3df
with those of dfi (Figure S9, Supporting Information) and 3dfi
(Figure 5), respectively, shows a nice correspondence and nicely

Figure 6. Natural transition orbitals68 relevant for the first (left panels) and main (right panels) one-photon absorption (OPA)
band of da (top), db (middle top), de (middle bottom), and 2de (bottom). Text quote in sequence excited state number, associated
transition energies, transition wavelengths, and oscillator strengths.
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illustrates the competition between the donating moieties.
Indeed, one observes a clear correspondence between the ES
|1〉 (|3〉) of df with the ES |6〉 (|1〉) of dfi. The same holds when
ESs |1〉 and |2〉 (|10〉 and |11〉) of 3df are compared to the |10〉
and |11〉 (|1〉 and |2〉) of 3dfi. The slight differences especially
visible on the triazole moiety are directly related to the amplitude
of the torsional angles with neighboring phenyl rings. Given
the CT problem encountered for ndf members, the small
residual differences with ndfi transition energies after a
systematic blue shift of ndf ones does not allow for a conclusion
about the sign of the shift induced by position isomerism.

We underline that none of these NTOs evidence a strong
participation of the triazole ring as electron donating or
withdrawing species, when compared to all other moieties
building the chromophores. Its main effect is to allow for a

significant blue shift as compared to related dipolar,25,26,29

quadrupolar,70 and three-branched26,27,34,37,77 chromophores
and triggers the competition between similar end groups
while maintaining good OPA responses. These findings
corroborate with what has been previously inferred for
isomeric triazole-based CT chromophores6 and for hyper-
branched poly(1,2,3-triazole)’s.7 In fact, Tang et al.7 conclude
that “there exist ground-state interaction between TPAmine
and triazole moieties in the polymers and that the electronic
communications are dictated by the regioisomeric structures”,
and Diederich et al.6 state that “1,2,3-triazole makes a
particularly intriguing linker where the CT path is inter-
rupted... CT can occur and may be even quite efficient
depending on the substitution pattern... responsible for about

Figure 7. Natural transition orbitals68 of dai (left panels, first line), dbi (left panels, second line), and 3dbi (right panels). Text
quote in sequence excited state number, associated eigenvalues, transition energies, transition wavelengths, and oscillator
strengths.
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50 nm range of transition energies and also affects strongly
the absorption intensities”.

Finally, despite the expected red shift upon branching, all
chromophores investigated in the present work maintain
excellent transparency in the visible region. These findings
corroborate experimental data4,13,40,41 and confirm that these
triazole-based chromophores are good candidates for optical
limiting in the visible region.4

Two-Photon Absorption (TPA). nd Series. Given that
our results for this series may be affected by the CT problem

discussed above, let us first determine to what extent an
analysis of TPA properties is reasonable at the B3LYP level
of theory. Comparison to BHandH calculations shows that
the ES at the origin of the first TPA band keeps the same
number, and corresponding NTOs have similar shapes
(Figures S7-S10, Supporting Information) except for df. In
both types of calculations, higher lying ESs are responsible
for the appearance of additional TPA bands having larger
TPA amplitudes (Figures 8 and S5 and S6, Supporting
Information). The behavior upon branching regarding am-

Figure 8. Calculated two-photon absorption (TPA) spectra, normalized for the number of branches: nd series (Left panels), ndi
series (right panels).
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plitudes is also consistent within the two levels of theories
(Figures 8 and S5, Supporting Information). The main
difference concerns transition energies and especially state
splitting, which prevents any inference about the strength
of the interbranch coupling within the Frenkel excitonic
scheme. Indeed, B3LYP would lead to coupling energies less
than 0.02 eV, while BHandH gives up to 0.09 eV for 3df
(Figures S7-S10, Supporting Information).

For all but df, the first TPA maximum is found where
expected, i.e., at the energy of the first, second, third, and
fourth ES respectively for all other dipoles, two-branched,
three-branched, and four-branched compounds. This is
consistent with the Frenkel exitonic picture where dipolar
species are approximated by a single ES. The corresponding
electronic redistribution involves a periphery NMe2 to core
electronic redistribution (Figures 4, 5, and 7 and S7 and S8,
Supporting Information). Interestingly, df has only a weak
shoulder near the first ES, while the main contribution to
the first TPA band arises from the third ES (Figures 8 and
S5 and S9, Supporting Information). This may be a conse-
quence of a pseudoquadrupolar behavior of df, which bears
nitrogen-based end groups that compete. Further inference
about the underlying electronic redistribution of relevant ESs
is hindered by significant differences between NTOs obtained
at the B3LYP and BHandH levels of theory (Figure S9,
Supporting Information). The case of 3df is less tricky
(Figure 5) thanks to the additional dissymmetry introduced
on the TPAmine core, which is trifunctionalized in the
multimer, in a similar way to what has been obtained for an
analogous branched chromophore built by gathering three
quadrupolar units through a TPamine core.37 Even larger
TPA amplitudes are predicted at higher energies (Figures 8
and S5) for all but 3db, 3de, and 4de, for which analysis is
limited by the number of ESs accounted for in our calcula-
tions. Unfortunately, a systematic interrelationship with given
ESs is difficult, and no general feature emerges from an
inspection of NTOs that have been identified (Figures S9
and S10, Supporting Information).

In the investigation of branching strategy, it is worthwhile
to emphasize the crucial role played by the choice of the
benchmark monomer. Whereas only slight variations of both
amplitudes and band position occur for various substitution
of the sp3 carbon branching center (going from dc to de,
Figure S6, Supporting Information), the differences are large
when replacing the phenyl end group of da with a BP moiety
to build db (Figure 8). The BP moiety not only stabilizes
the first ES but also leads to a 2-fold increase of the
corresponding TPA amplitude thanks to an expansion of
delocalization over the BP end group (Figure 6).

Whereas an overall additive behavior was observed for
OPA, the branching strategy is shown to be efficient for TPA
responses (Figure 8). Once more, the TPAmine-based
chromophores are the exceptions among the series, as the
amplitude of the main TPA bands reveals essentially an
additive behavior. Enhancement and reduction in a specific
spectral region are also observed. The overall behavior is
quite similar to what has been reported for a branched
quadrupole,37 but careful inspection of the relevant NTOs
shows that the nature of the ES in question is much less

modified by the branching center. There is a clear cor-
respondence between ES |1〉 of df (Figure S9, Supporting
Information) and |3〉 of 3df (Figure 5). Within this picture,
the amplitude of the first TPA band of 3df has to be
compared to the shoulder near 1.8 eV in the TPA spectra of
df, and we recover the large enhancement expected for
TPAmine branched dipoles.25,26 Despite similarities between
the NTO of |3〉 of df (Figure S9, Supporting Information)
and |27〉 of 3df (Figure 5), the large blue shift of the latter
prompts care in further interpretation. On the contrary, the
picture is simple for all other members of this series, as the
first TPA band of monomers can be safely attributed to ES
|1〉 and that of multimers to what predicts the exciton model.
The quadrupole 2da shows the largest enhancement (a factor
of 2 with respect to db) thanks to through-BP-core com-
munication (Figures 8 and S7, Supporting Information). 3db
evidences much less enhancement consistently with the other
TPBcore17 analogs for which functionalization in meta-
positions inhibits interbranch conjugation (Figures 8 and S8,
Supporting Information). It should be noticed that comparison
to the benchmark chromophore bearing a TPB end group
instead of BP would most probably lead at best to additive
and, at worst, to reduced TPA responses.29 The case of
C-centered branched chromophores is quite surprising, as
little through-bond cross-talk is expected. Surprisingly, we
observe a large enhancement that increases with an increasing
number of branches from 2de up to 4de (Figure 8).
Unfortunately, without any reasonable estimate for the
interbranch coupling, it is hard to conclude about the
underlying nature of the interbranch interactions that may
be mainly electrostatic or involve coherent interbranch
interaction.

ndi Series. Let us start with the monomeric benchmark
chromophores. For the sake of conciseness, we did not
consider any of the monomers substituted by sp3 carbons.
Results obtained on nd series reveal only slight modifications
between da and sp3 carbon analogs, the latter having
properties in between those of da and db (Figure 8). Thus,
dai and dbi will respectively be used as lower and upper
limits for investigating the effect of branching in all branched
chromophores missing TPAmine. Figure 8 reports calculated
TPA spectra for the three monomers dai, dbi, and dfi.
Replacement of the phenyl end group by either BP or
TPAmine leads to a dramatic increase of the TPA response,
with the same trends previously observed for the respective
OPA (Figure 3). These substitutions induce respectively
significant red and slight blue shifts of the first TPA band.
The latter is quite surprising given the large red shift observed
for the main OPA band (Figure 3). In fact, the first TPA
band of both dai and dbi mainly involves ES |1〉, which also
dominates the OPA spectra. On the contrary, that of dfi
originates from ES |6〉 (Figure 8 and S9, Supporting
Information), while ES |1〉 appears as a very slight shoulder
on the low-energy part of the spectrum. A comparison of
corresponding NTOs is informative, as ES |6〉 of dfi (Figure
S9, Supporting Information) shows a similar periphery to
core electronic redistribution to ES |1〉 of dai and dbi (Figure
7). Thus, while for the first OPA band, the nature of the
underlying electronic redistribution is completely different
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for dfi, it is not for the final TPA state, giving rise to the
first TPA band. Furthermore, the NTO of an electron for dfi
is the same for ES |1〉 and ES |6〉, while the respective hole
orbitals involve either TPAmine or NMe2 end groups,
indicating the competition between the two donating nitrogen-
based moieties (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The
second TPA maxima near 2.5 eV (Figure 8) can be assigned
to ESs |5〉, |6〉, and |13〉 respectively for dai, dbi (Figure 7),
and dfi (Figure S9, Supporting Information).

TPA spectra normalized for the number of branches,
reported in Figure 8, reveal significant enhancement for all
branched chromophores with coincident peak positions
(shoulder for 4dei) for the first TPA band. Higher-lying ESs
lead to even larger TPA responses on the high-energy part
of the spectra (Figures 4 and 7), except for 3dfi, for which
analysis is hindered by the limited number of ESs accounted
for. For all branched chromophores but 3dfi, the first TPA
maximum is found consistently with the Frenkel exciton
model predictions: the second, third, and fourth ES for 2dai,
3dbi, and 4dei, respectively. The final ES involves a
periphery (NMe2) to core electronic redistribution (Figures
4 and 6 and S13, Supporting Information) that nicely
compares with ES |1〉 of dai and dbi (Figure 7), especially
for 3dbi and 4dei. However, predicted state splitting with
respect to benchmark monomers is not at all satisfied and
manifests itself by correspondence in band position of the
first TPA bands of monomers and multimers. From the state
splitting calculated for each multimer, estimates of the
interbranch coupling lead to 0.02, 0.03, and 0.08 eV for 3dbi,
4dei, and both 2dai and 3dfi, respectively. These findings
correlate nicely with the shapes of corresponding NTOs as
the hole and electrons have at least significant if not
prevailing weight on the branching center for the last two
chromophores. 3dbi evidences the lowest enhancement
among the series, as was the case for 3db, and the same
reasoning holds. The case of C-centered branched chro-
mophores 4dei is similar to that of 3dbi, as the enhancement
near 2.2 eV partly results from the tail of the band located
near 2.4 eV. The latter can be assigned to a couple of higher-
lying excited states such as ES |27〉 (Figure 4) showing
similitude to some degree with ESs |5〉 and |6〉 of dai and
dbi, respectively (Figure 7). For 2dai, the strong through-
bond communication allowed by the BP core leads to a
significant mixture of dipolar ESs (Figure S13, Supporting
Information) and 2-fold enhancement of the normalized TPA
amplitude at the first maximum as compared to dbi.31

Contrary to the three other branched ndi compounds, but
consistent with what has been observed for the benchmark
chromophore dfi, no TPA maximum is visible in the vicinity
of ES |3〉 of 3dfi (Figures 5 and 8). The main TPA band has
to be related to ES |12〉, and the corresponding NTOs show
a marked correspondence with those of ES |6〉 of dfi31

(Figures 8 and S9, Supporting Information). Thus, for all
ndi chromophores, the first TPA band corresponds to an ES
with quasi-identical holes and electrons, i.e., underlying
electronic redistribution from the periphery (NMe2 side) to
the core. Moreover, significant enhancement of the normal-
ized TPA amplitude is also in action for 3dfi. Therefore, the
branching strategy is shown to be efficient for all four

investigated cores. The main change occurring for TPAmine-
based chromophores is the decoupling of OPA and TPA
states, leading to a consequent blue shift of the first TPA
maximum, which shows the largest values among both
monomers and multimers. Among the reasons for large TPA
amplitudes, we notice that higher-lying ESs open the
possibility of manifold coupling to the intermediate lower-
lying ESs which have sizable transition dipole moments.

Position Isomerism. The overall effects of position isomer-
ism of the 1,2,3-triazole ring on TPA responses are less
dramatic than those reported for OPA responses, except for
TPAmine-based chromophores. In fact, ESs at the origin of
the main OPA band are quite different for the two series,
but this is not the case for the first TPA band. Consistently
with the Frenkel exciton picture, where monomers are
reduced to a single ES (being the first ES), large TPA
responses originate from the first, second, third, and fourth
ESs, respectively, for monomers and two-, three-, and four-
branched compounds, for both position isomers. In addition,
NTOs of the final ES show comparable periphery (NMe2
end groups) to core electron redistribution for all. Overall,
their delocalization over the molecular branches is signifi-
cantly larger for ndi than for nd; even so, comparison is
limited due to the occurrence of CT problems for nd
compounds. Accordingly, transition dipole moments are
significantly enhanced for ndi chromophores with respect
to their nd analogs and so are the related TPA responses.

The ranking of TPA amplitudes and relative peak positions
among the dipoles stays the same for both position isomers.
Substitution of the phenyl ring by a BP moiety leads to a
noteworthy increase of TPA amplitudes and red shifts.
Further substitution by the TPamine core leads to an
additional TPA enhancement but with a significant red shift
of the first TPA band.

Interestingly, none of the investigated branched chro-
mophores showed any quantitative agreement with the
Frenkel exciton model such as band splitting around the first
ES of the benchmark monomer. TPA spectra of nd chro-
mophores undergo significant red shifts with respect to their
monomeric counterpart, while the first TPA maximum of
each ndi chromophore shows up almost at the same energy
as its dipolar benchmark. On the contrary, the behavior upon
branching is quite similar in both series with moderate
enhancement for the TPB core, sizable enhancement for the
sp3 carbon core, and a 2-fold increase for the BP core. Thus,
combining the branching strategy with inversion of the
triazole moiety allows for a spectral tuning of TPA responses
to a larger extent than OPA responses, while maintaining
the efficiency of cooperative effects.

The different behavior upon triazole inversion in TPamine-
based chromophores is directly related to the presence of
two donating units instead of one. As already mentioned for
investigation of their OPA responses, the triazole moiety
controls competition between the two amino groups. This is
nicely illustrated by NTOs of relevant ESs. Indeed, there is
a clear correspondence between NTOs of ESs |3〉 of 3df and
|12〉 of 3dfi (Figure 5). These final ESs contribute predomi-
nantly to the first TPA band. They involve periphery to core
electronic redistribution comparable to what was found for
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the compounds missing the TPAmine moiety. The same
conclusions hold for ESs |1〉 of df and |6〉 of dfi (Figure S9,
Supporting Information). Moreover, NTOs of ESs |12〉 of
3df and |3〉 of 3dfi (Figure 5) also have very similar shapes
and are thus consistent with the picture of competing end
groups. Because corresponding electronic redistributions are
localized on the molecular center, they do not contribute
strongly to the TPA responses. Thus, the overall competition
between the donating end groups explains why both dfi and
3dfi have their first TPA maximum far blue-shifted from the
position expected from simple reasoning.

IV. Conclusion

In conclusion, our quantum-chemical study based on TD-
DFT methodology reveals that the introduction of triazole
leads to dramatic changes in optical properties of chro-
mophores especially for multibranched systems. The triazole
ring substantially modifies electronic communication and
delocalization between the electron donating end groups and
the branching center via torsion between phenyl and triazole
rings (which modifies π conjugation) as well as through its
position isomerism. This adds to the multibranching interac-
tions allowing for stark and intuitively unexpected modifica-
tions of the excited state structure and, subsequently, relevant
linear and nonlinear optical responses. In particular, when
compared to the related analogs, introduction of the triazole
moiety in the molecular backbone allows for an overall blue
shift of both OPA and TPA bands with a moderate reduction
of their response amplitudes. Their ability to be promising
candidates for optical limiting in the visible region4,13 is thus
confirmed for a diversified set of chromophores. In addition,
larger TPA responses are predicted at higher energies due
to contribution from high-lying ESs, as has been found for
similar chromophores.37

The changes observed between the two investigated 1,2,3-
triazole regioisomers can be related to differences in the
amplitude of the torsional angles with neighboring phenyl
rings. The twist angle with the phenyl substituted at the
nitrogen position is significantly larger than that of phenyl
attached to the carbon atom. The former is located in the
middle of nd’s molecular branch(es), thus favoring electronic
decoupling of both molecular ends. Besides the overall blue
shift when going from nd series to ndi, this electronic
decoupling increases the CT character of the first absorption
band and consequently decreases its OPA oscillator strength.
The main absorption band shows up near 4.6 eV indepen-
dently of the nd chromophore of interest. This is a direct
consequence of hole and electron localization on the
peripheral NMe2 donating moiety that ensures little influence
on the relevant ES(s) of chemical substitution on the other
end, including the nature of the core or interbranch interac-
tions in multimers. Position isomerism has less impact on
TPA properties except for TPAmine-based chromophores.
The latter bear nitrogen-based donating moieties on both
molecular ends or in the periphery and core for monomers
and three-branched derivatives, respectively. Thus, monomers
could be thought of as pseudoquadrupoles, but a detailed
inspection of NTOs reveals more subtle behavior. In fact,
the respective role of TPAmine and NMe2 moieties is

interchanged and triggered by the triazole moiety. Calcula-
tions show that the nature of the electronic redistribution
(periphery to TPAmine core) associated with the first TPA
band of the three-branched compounds is preserved. As a
consequence, while the main contribution to this TPA band
arises from the third ES for 3df, it corresponds to the 12’s
ES for 3dfi. In addition, none of the monomers has its first
TPA band in the vicinity of the first ES. Thus, the apparent
behavior upon branching is dramatically different for both
isomers with a large red shift and almost additive behavior
for 3df as compared to df and concomitance and enhance-
ment for 3dfi as compared to dfi. This intricate finding
renders the Frenkel exciton model useless for these TPAm-
ine-based chromophores.

For all other chromophores, results are qualitatively consistent
with the Frenkel exciton picture, as the main TPA band can be
associated with the first, second, third, and fourth ESs respec-
tively for dipoles, quadrupoles, and three- and four-branched
derivatives. As found for related chromophores, the donating
end groups confer an electron-withdrawing character to the
BP,37 TPB,29 and sp3 carbon moieties, and monomers have
significant dipolar character. The branching strategy is shown
to be efficient, as a sizable enhancement of TPA responses are
observed with moderate effect for the TPB core and an about
2-fold enhancement for both the BP core and carbon-cored
tetramers. However, we underline that the amount of enhance-
ment strongly depends on the choice of the benchmark
monomer. In addition, for large chromophores, the increasing
number of conformational degrees of freedom may lead to
experimentally broadened and reduced TPA responses when
performed in solutions at room temperature, as a result of
oscillator strength redistribution (intramonomer) and inhomo-
geneous broadening.

These results and further inspection of NTOs clearly show
that the 1,2,3-triazole moiety has neither electron-donating nor
an electron-withdrawing character. This corroborates earlier
findings where triazole has been described as an intriguing linker
that introduces conjugation disruption while maintaining sig-
nificant electronic communication and optical properties dictated
by the regiosiomeric structure. This subtle acting of the triazole
moiety may be combined with complementary routes of
molecular engineering. Replacement of donating end groups
by electron-withdrawing ones should lead to further blue shifts
that may allow keeping full transparency in the visible region
for even larger branched systems.25,26,29 Substitution of the BP
core by a fluorene core should allow for increased conjugation
along the quadrupolar backbone, and both improve OPA and
TPA responses.37 Slight dissymmetrical functionalization could
also offer interesting perspectives for spatial control of the
fluorescence properties while maintaining sizable TPA re-
sponses.63

From the theoretical perspective, these series are also a
kind of tutorial example of isomeric compounds that are quite
sensitive to the specific exchange-correlation DFT functional
in use. In fact, while the description of one of the isomers
shows very good agreement with experimental results, e.g.,
for transition energies and oscillator strength, the other is
quite poorly described with the very same functional. In fact,
besides comparison to available experimental data, in the
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B3LYP model, the first ESs of nd members have small
integral overlap between their electron and hole orbitals,
which renders these states to be optically weak. This small
overlap between NTO orbitals of ES indicates its CT nature
(in a general sense) and points to a possible overestimated
red shift of the transition energy in semilocal DFT models.
Nevertheless, an increase of the amount of exact exchange
(going from B3LYP to BHandH) allows for at least qualita-
tive interpretation of the optical responses of the studied
chromophores. The present example illustrates the need for
further improvements in developing a better XC functional,
as it shows that an increased amount of exact exchange
improves respective oscillator strengths of different electronic
transitions, while at the same time the respective transition
energies become overestimated.
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